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Commissioner: Doug Little 3I m-
At/_ we (;:@wlss\0n
BUCKET CUHTRDL

UniSource Electric rate Case Docket: E-®42®4A-15-®142

Dear Mr. Little:

• I am opposed to UNS Electric's proposed increase in its
basic service charge from $18 per month to $28 per month. This
is a huge increase in the basic service charge and it will limit
the ability of Arizonans to go solar and to engage in energy
efficiency.

The Commission should reject the UNS Electric basic service
charge because it would instantly become one of the largest
basic charges in the country, and would make Arizona less
competitive.

•

• Please reject UNS Electric's proposal to adopt demand
charges. Demand charges are unfair, confusing, and make it
impossible For the average Arizonan to go solar.

The Commission shouldn't adopt demand charges that unfairly
seek to punish solar users, and that Fail to recognize the value

that solar provides to the overall grid.

UNS Electric should go back to the drawing board and
consult its customers before making proposals like the ones it
has put forward in this rate case. The utility has Failed to
prove to the Commission that the basic service charge and demand
charges won't unduly discriminate against solar customers, and
hasn't yet shown that these charges will accomplish what the
company says they will accomplish.

•

We urge the ACC to protect the people they represent
against unfair charges and taxes like the ones being proposed in
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this rate case, and to push back against charges that will
clearly limit Arizonans' energy choices, and kill jobs in our
recovering economy.

Sincerely,

Joyce Sheppard Enterline

3395 N. 15®th Drive
Goodyear, AZ 85395
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